
 
 
“That’s What I Am”                 
 
Genre:  Family / Coming of Age     
Cast:  Ed Harris, Amy Madigan, Chase Ellison, Mia 

Rose Frampton, Alexander Walters, Daniel 
Roebuck, Molly Parker and WWE Superstar, 
Randy Orton 

Rated:  PG 
 
Set in California against the backdrop of the mid-sixties, “That’s 
What I Am” is a coming-of-age story that follows 12-year-old Andy 
Nichol (Chase Ellison), a bright student who, like most kids his age, 
will do anything to avoid the ridicule and abuse of his junior high 
school peers.  Andy just wants to blend in but unfortunately, a 
confrontation is brewing that will change the course of his life forever.  
From trying to avoid the dreaded “Geek Corner”, to wooing the 
prettiest girl in school, Mary Clear (Mia Rose Frampton), Andy is 
going to learn a lot about himself and life in general before he 
graduates.  
 
Everyone’s favorite teacher, Mr. Simon (Ed Harris), pairs Andy with 
the school’s biggest outcast and social pariah, Stanley, aka “Big G” 
(Alexander Walters) on a critical term project.  Sporting thick 
orange hair, a head too big for his body and ears too big for his head, 
“Big G” has been the “butt” of every joke since grade school.  But Mr. 
Simon teams Andy with Big G for a reason; there is a method to his 
madness.   
 
After Mr. Simon suspends a student for brutally whipping a female 
classmate because the cruel boy “thinks she has cooties”, he finds 
himself the target of a malicious rumor that could leave a mark on his 
reputation for life.  Mr. Simon ultimately chooses to leave the school to 
protect the Principal’s (Amy Madigan) reputation.  When Andy 
watches Stanley fearlessly confront a school bully, a series of events 
are unleashed that will change the lives of both young men – and their 
teacher – forever.  
 
Reviews for “That’s What I Am”:  
“Written and directed by Mike Pavone, with a fine, understated, atypical 
performance by Ed Harris, it may be a feel-good family picture centered 
on kids, but it offers talismans to live by for people of all ages.”  Rex Reed, 

 



The New York Observer 
 
“Michael Pavone's ‘That's What I Am’ is an entertaining, well-made plea 
for tolerance told from the point of view of a 12-year-old (Chase Ellison) 
who learns to admire Harris and also finds the courage to champion an 
awkward classmate (Alexander Walters) who's being bullied.”  Lou 
Lumenick, New York Post 
 
“Deserving some original screenplay Academy Award consideration was 
writer-director Mike Pavone’s exceptional middle-school dramedy, ‘That’s 
What I am’.  This 1965 memory piece was captivating, wonderfully 
nostalgic, splendidly written stuff.”  Gary Goldstein, Los Angeles 
Timesnored principles as tolerance, human dignity and compassion, I 
recommend That's What I Am most highly.

 


